Leo & Dina Goldschmidt & Children
Photo Album: Prior to 1939

Dina: age ~16

Dina: age ~18

Dina: age ~20

Dina: age ~20

Dina: age ~22

Dina & Leo ~1899

Dina and her children
By row, left to right:
Anni , Max
Grete, Dina, Kurt
Lore
Date: ~1908

On bench, Dina & Leo Goldschmidt with
two children (Max & Anni?). The other
three people are not known.
Location: Stolzenau?
Date: 1910?

Leo Goldschmidt at the entrance to his
store at the corner of Am Markt and
Lange Str. in Stolzenau. Lore and Dina
are to the right of the entrance; Anni to
the left; Grete, Kurt and Max further to
the left.
Date: ~1910
Leo and his family left this store when
they moved away from Stolzenau in
1911.
This building was destroyed on 21 Nov
1944 when Stolzenau was hit in an allied
bombing attack. The bomb killed 56
Stolzenau residents.

L to R:
Kurt, Dina, Max, Leo, Lore, Grete, Anni.
Location: Hohenbostel?
Date: 1913?

Three photos taken in the garden of the
Goldschmidt home in Hohenbostel.
Above and left: Max and Lore with a
maid.
Above: Max and Lore.
Left: Lore and Max.
Dates: ~1912-~1915
Photographer: probably Kurt.

Dina and Leo
Location: probably the garden of their
home in Hohenbostel.
Date: ~1915-~1918
Photographer: probably Kurt

Leo & Dina
Date: 1913?

Dina & Leo’s children (L to R):
Max, Grete, Kurt, Lore, Anni.
Professionally photographed.
Date; ~1920?

Leo Goldschmidt
Professionally photographed.
This portrait was retouched (presumably by the original photographer)
using a fine paintbrush and ink. Leo’s moustache, eyebrows and the hair
at the top of his head have been darkened. The retouching may not have
stood out originally, but has become more noticeable as the photograph
has aged.
Date: ~1920?

Grete Goldschmidt, date: ~1924?

Max Goldschmidt, date: ~1924?

Lore Goldschmidt
Date: ~1924
Lore completed elementary school at
age 14 and did not go on to high school.
When she was 16 her parents sent her
to live and work with a family in
southern Germany. Her job was to look
after the family’s young son. This
picture shows her with the child (name
not known).

Grete, Lore and Irma, date: ~1925?

Grete, Kurt and Lore, date: ~1925?

Leo Goldschmidt’s store in
Hohenbostel.
Irma standing in the doorway.
Date: 1925-1930?

Max and his dog, date: ~1929?

Anni (centre) & friends, date: ~1927?

Wedding of Kurt Goldschmidt and Grete
Lendt.
Date: 1931
Top row: #4 Max Goldschmidt, #5 Lore
Goldschmidt, #8 Anni Goldschmidt, #9
Manfred Meth.
Middle Row: #3 Leo Goldschmidt, #4
Irma Goldschmidt, # 5 Bride, #6 Groom.

Wedding of Anni Goldschmidt and
Manfred Meth.
Date: 1931
Top row (L to R): Leo Goldschmidt, Irma
Goldschmidt. Bride, Groom, Flora Meth,
Alfred Meth, Kurt Goldschmidt, Friedel
Meth.
Bottom row (L to R): Dorothea Meth,
Walter Levisohn?, GreteGoldschmidt,
Hertl Anguli (Meth), Grete Lendt, Lore
Goldschmidt, Unknown.

Grete Lendt & Lore
Date: ~1932?

Lore & Max, date: ~1932?

Grete & Lore, date : ~1932?

Lore, date: ~1933?

Leo, Irma, Steven, Doris, date: ~1934

Leo, Steven, Doris, date: ~1934

Irma, Doris & Steven, date: ~1934

Leo & Steven, date: ~1934

Steven & Lore, date: ~1934

Doris & Leo:, date: ~1935

Leo & Lore’s future husband Georg,
in Hohenbostel, 1936

Grete, Georg & Lore, date ~1936

Lore, Max & Georg, date: ~1936

Georg, Michael & Lore, in
Hohenbostel, date: ~1938

Michael & Steven, date: Apr 1939.
Lore & Grete stopped briefly in
Cologne on their journey to England.

Steven, Doris, Irma & Michael, in
Hohenbostel, date: ~1938

Georg performing a “marriage” for
Steven & Doris, in
Hohenbostel, date: ~1938

Photo of Michael & Lore (taken by Georg) as they boarded the ferry that took
them across the English Channel from Ostende (Belgium) to Dover, on their
journey to England, date: Apr 1939.

NOTES:
In the captions to these photos, Steven has been referred to by the name he was called for most of his life. When he
was born in 1933 he was given the name Hans-Stefan; in America his name was changed to Steven James.
Lore’s husband Georg Strietzel changed his name to George Streat after 1945.
IMPORTANT:
I have placed this photo album on the web without password protection because the photos are very old, and I don’t
believe they pose much of a threat to the privacy of living people. But that is debateable. If you would prefer that this
album be password protected, please let me know.

